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N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. ago.
4
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Charles Ir. enninge, W. 'Arrant!''mill property on South Third, to R.
Sheriff John Ogilvie's office force
The temporary plank nalk along
Carthier and Henry Lehnhard yes- T. Lightfoot for $37,000, but the is now
engaged at the task of writing Nineteenth street
will be finished by INSURE WITH'—
terday cousmenced their duty of ap- purchaser failing to execute bond off
a
list
of
the
names
of
parties
the
last
valuatio
of this week, so thinks the
n on guaranteeing payment of the purchase owning
praising and placing a
property in the city and coun- board of public works,
which body is
the persoual and real estate of E. price, the sale was declared off. The ty who have
not paid their county aavine the walk laid
Rebkopf. they having been chosen the court empowered the commissioner and
for
accommostate taxes. The list is being dation of
the people residing along
appraiser; by Referee Fs W. Bareby then to sell again the second Mon- furnishe
d
for
use when the sheriff that thorouvhfare, which
is so turn
of theistuikrupt count, where the priv- day in March.
makes settlement February 20 with up
where the car company is preThe commissioner reported that in the
ate business of Mr. Rehkopf is being
fiscal couit, and which sum goes paring to
put its new tracks that
the suit of the Bank of Hazel against
wound up.
to the county treasury that is presided the people
have no good, solid place
'lbe appraisers yesterday made a W. B. Smith property' was sold to over by this
court, composed of the to walk in going
back and forth to Office 106 Broadway nis Phones:Otfice
personal tour of the Rehloopf tan- W. R. Hendrick for $215, while fifty justices of
383—Residence 1696
the
peace. The sheriff their homes.
Eery in Mechanicsburg and took an shares of Arkansas Land company %ill alio
use the delinquent list when
The
plank
Today
walk
stock
was bought in by the bank for he settles
inventory of what was there.
will run along one
with the auditor at Frank- side of
gineteenth from the Old
they will go over the collar factory $snoo. Smith owed the bank and fort for the taxes
due
the
state from Clinton road to about Washington
on Kentucky avenue and make note mortgaged Clue property and stock, McCracken
county. The auditor gives stre& and be
3.200 feet in length
of what Mat contains. They will which is no wsold to satisfy the the sheriff
credit for the amount Street Inspector
Elliott, who is supthen view tin: thice three-story brick judgment the financial instittuion called for on
the delinquent list. ervising the construction
buildings on the west side of South got against Smith. who is the ex- which Mr.
work, thinks
Ogilvie then uses in mak- it will cost
about Saw to complete
Second near Broadway. and also the banker of Louisville, and formerly of ing settlement
wit the county for the the walk, which will
be raised about
three residences Ma. Rebkopf owns Padusah.
taxes due the county government.
three or tow iii.hes above the
Washing
Fourth
commiss
between
and
The
ton
ioner reported that The list of delinqu
on
ents is then turtle) ground. The board
of works fears
Fifth steerts. The personal holdings Gip Husbands bought Elizabeth stroct over to the
county clerk, who be- to have the plank
propert
cash,
notes,
laid flat on top
y
account
for
Soo in the suit bf The comes "backta
s.
. in the nature of
x collector- of the gov- of the ground, because
waeons would
etc.. will then be canvassed by the Commonwealth of Kentucky against ,ernment, and receipts
for the money try to drive across it and the
Perry
Bryant
finish
appraisers who at this
the
Bryant V4 JS c larve.1 paid in by those
weight
now in arrears.
of 'heavy loads push the boards down
"review" lbork and get down to figur- with burglars., gave bond a
then
Mr. Ogilvie believes there will be into the
soft earth, leaving thing.
ing on! what they think the combined skipped out. His property is sold about aces taxpayers
on the delinquent about as bad off as before
the plank
holdings arc wortn They report to to satisfy the amount of forfeited list, but cannot
arriva at the eaact walk was laid.
the coati who then takes up the bail.
figure until he finishes the list. while
The people out that way have been
propoaitiou of selling the property.
this w ark is going on property owners
greatly inconvenienced by the street
Property Sold.
A.. the cash can be applied to claims
come in and pay their tax indebtedcar company digging up Nineteenth
Land in the county has been trans- ness, and this
held by creditors against Mr Relikopf.
gradually reduces the street for the new
division and then
ferred by Simon Perdew to Thomas number in arrears.
having to abandon the work during
Myers for $.35 and rte ded recorded
Ernen• Suit Filed Away.
the bad rainy weather. which left the
By agreuient there was filed away yesterday with the county clerk.
Ole have the largest
A. W. Rickman bought from J. II. CENSOR'S BAN ON NUDE ART thoroughfare so muddy the people
in the circuit court vesterday the
of up-to-date wall paper
have to wade through, the slush and
—
suit of Illarirereec. F.tnery against Haugh for Una, land in the Maxon
Advertiser Using it Arrested; Adver- sloppy dirt. The walk %ill relieve
in the city and ot the most striking price°
lier brother lames Ferrieran. with Mill section of the county.
tisements Confiscated.
them by giving a rood and dry pasShe uudirstanding that it could be
sageway until spring when the car
—
Licenses' ta Mom,
reinstatet for oast an motion of
compan
33—Auth
Chicago
Feb
y finishes its work and the
orities
.
of
The
licenses
issued
marriag
clerk
e
either parity to the action.
•
both the city of Chicago and the street can be placed back in fine
Colwaidar and Nanuie
Tbc otadge gave judgment for the to C.
S
ecieudt,rit in the suit s•f Felix C. and Albert Crane and Goldie B. United States government yesterday sham..
uent
Work
constru
of
into the business of purifying
cting the walk
Ru.14.1tali, administrator of Charles j. Jackson.
:rt and literature and thereafter sala- was
as commenced yesterday and
R074'111341. AraM.• The prudential Life
cious advertisements and books not quite a force of men are engaged
Incorporating Articles.
Insurance company. The adminisThe
W.
Bockmat
"E..
i Coffee com- strictly up to the standard of mot- at it
t•ator sued for money claimed due
the estate of Bozeman on a policy pany" has filed articles of incorpora- siny will have a hard time evading
BAILEY'S HAL OIS
alleged to have been held by him slur- tion "frith the county clerk. capital- th.e eagle eye.of vigilant official's
Pictures of nude %omen inivang
izing . t azsarroo, the stock being diThe Poolential.
iii life
GROWING DIM AS
The order dismissing as settled the vided too i,000 shares of jas each. prospective purchasers to use certain
TRIAL GOES ON
litioration of W. Armour Gardner and made preferred and conwnon uostrums or to buy this or that
h5
holding
alth
Thanius
former
the
s,
food will hereafter have to
ou w a set
to draw seven
avaitt..t jirts-i• W.
ent per cent., and the "common stock" he clothed and a:l the billboard; and Texas Seaator Has Not Been Able
aside. and *ha plaintiff's attachm
• , ....nprose that mach, vhen the preferre
to Establish Anything That Does
d i* pais( sheet car signs will be expurgated so
then sustained.
Away With the Charges
There was continue'', until the next off. Any surplus above those per- that the most modes; person c.iii take
Made by Cocke.
aaal *arm the suit of Hart againsf centages is then divided eqally be- n.• offense.
tween the two esasscs of stock. The
aleniims of the law descended on
Rudolph.
Austin, Tex.. Feb. 13.—The legisMuster Commissioner Cecil Reed firm takes over the Bockanan cnffee tac offices of tise Rex Bitters coat- esoted lie had sold the Riglesberger aril tea business.
i any. I saa-rsaa Wabash avenue last lative committee appointed to investievening and with shamefast faces and gate charges preferred against United
Senator Joseph W. Bailey tomany blushes confiscated twenty-one States
day gave audience to Congressman
racking boxes filled with pictures of
Robert Henry. of this state.
.men in a state dl antesartorial sni- ,
Mr. lienry testified that on April
; acity and arrested W. E. Slaughter.'
20. 1000. he met Senator Bailey at the
taesident of the company. The goods request
of the latter, who was returnseized were valued at about $3.000
ing from St. Louis. Bailey told him
'The raid was made at the instance! that he had heard that
an effort was
.ml Chief Collins on the informanon being made
to send an expansionist
sle the naval forces of Russia en- of citizens that the
The Krintsah City Star remark-s.
literature, con- delegation to congress. and lie want- 130 S. THI
RD STREET:
"After taking the Philippines and Ha- gaged in the conflict were all de- sisting of the pftmeval woman afore- ed his assistance to help him prevent
PADUCAH. KY
stroyed
capture
or
not
a
d.
single
large
!laid and certain objectonable read- it. This was on the train between
waii. the Japanese might aeize the
army
division was captured. The cap- , ing matter,
canal: then it would be the Japanama
had been left on their Hillsboro and Waco. Tex.
canal!" There are several important ture of Port Arthur was really effect- idoorsteps or had been handed to
Continuing, Mr. Henry said.
by
ed
Japanes
the
e navy.
things to bear in mind before the japotem at railroad depots and on the invited him to stop over at Waco so
But besides has ing to keep an eye city's
aneac occupaiton of the Pacific islands
streets.
we could talk it over at leisure. lie
and of the canal can be regarded on Russia, Japan needt es look after
Meantime the United States gov- did so, and went to my hotel with
within the region of practical politics Great Britain. Germany and France, ernment was equally busy
Accident, Life,;Liability, Steam Bollerin the me.
The 1",?...
'--t oh‘tx•-lr• in the all of %thorn strongly oppose the con- work of
"The next morning Mr. Itai:e;
purincat
ion
and
Charles
S.
structia
of
n
an
oriental
empire
that
way is the United States. The United
, M right was held to a grand jury
and asked me about the Waters-Pierce In:
Stares has now close commercial re- might be a nienace to the world.
!Charle
s
D.
Arndt
arrested
for selling, company suits," said Mr. Henry. "lie
Great Britain is especially interestlation; with Janan, and will no doubt
lozning and distributing books • that told me that David R. Francis had
ed
this
in
country'
having
s
undisputed
'nave closer. There was, in X905. an
vould not look seemly and proper in asked him to do what he could to
increase of $5.5R,644 in Japanese im- control over the Panama canal. To a Sunday school
have this case dismissed, and he 'had
ilbrary.
make
Vice Phone 369.
it
Japana
a
ma
canal
were to
port., and or ST.ttfi.tc7 in exports
Residence Phone 736
consented to do what he could in a
Detecti
ves
Barry
and
menace
British
Russell
interest
,
of
not
alone
in
over ma: Conatil General Miller, of
friendly
way.
,
Chief
Collins'
office
the
West
aisited
Indies,
but
the
in
the
fareast, in
offiYokohama. states that the eanorts for
"Mr. Bailey told me that Mr.
,eca of the Rex Bitters company
at 8 Pierce
loos were the largest ever known. In India and Australia, and even South :o'clock
would be willing to make a Clark, published a number of years phasic. "that is a downright, willful,
last
evening
Africa.
.
The
They
day
in
Indeed,
did not settlem
ago, in which the latter said the crimi- maliciou
4.
1 c. •sasi es
far re.
eisn •rvil• of Istvan the
s, damnable lie. I don't proent of the suits, and I replied
go merely for curiosty but they
nal indictments were the only thing pose
had that such a course
United States ranks first, with Vs).- mote niter, the Init./Tian canal can be definite
to be insulted any longer in tha!
would
be
entirely
even
informa
threate
tion,
ned
inith
Japaniza
and
tinn
which prevented a settlement of the
when they
••- Rev., CU;rii cecnnd. t7;1iC0.202: the
manner. That is only another of the
arrived they lost no time tn confis- satisfactory if the terms of the settle- penalty suits.
United Kingdom third, with $64,209.- Louisville Herald.
ment
lies which that man has stated hers
could
be
agreed
gpon
by all
cating the circulars of the compan
y. parties concerned."
Later They Withdrew.
and repeated and I refuse to again
William E. Shaughter, presdent
This valuable trade can be held and TRIAL MARRIAGE LAW
of
The witness testified that five submit to the insult."
Wanted
Scl000.
the
concern
,
was
ss-nnee d
present and they
eon...snow the friendship
TO BE URGED IN THE
The witness stated that he stun- months afterwards, because of perWith this statement Mr. Bailey
read to him warrants charging
of Japan. which shall be done without
him rnonel Judge Scott and County At- sonal difficulties with County Attor- statted toward Mr.
LEGISLATURE OF IOWA with
Cocke, and the
circulat
ing
obscene literature.
the c4,-.444-• of national riahts and natorney Cullen F. Thomas to a con- ney Cullen F. Thomas, the firm of sergeant-at-arms placed himself
Mr. Slaughter was virtuously inbetional dianity or any invasion of state Lawmakers Make Deep Study of
Henry
& Stribbling had withdrawn tween the two men. Mr. Bailey
ference the next morning and it was
waited
elignant. but when confrontedd
sovereignty.
Problem and Decide Five Years
with then decided that if the Waters-Pierce from the case. Mr. Henry read a a few moments and then went
around
some of his art works made no
If The friends:lin o; tartan canon be
Is Proper Limit.
fur- Oil company would nav Stcs000 to the number of letters which had figured on the other side of Cockr,
trying
ther
objectio
n
to going with the offi- state and $1,000 to
had on taese ermelOtams it is not
Illenry and Strib-I in the congressional negotiations in to get to him, but the sergeant-at-arms
worth hasana. 'But Tarots cannot. in
Iles Moines, Ia., Feb. 13.—A trial- I cers. The warrants had been taken biog. who were employed to assiat in McLennan and Falls counties several again interposed himself
in the path.
the near future, and mohably never. marriage law may be put on the sta- out before Municipal Judge New- the prosecution, the suits would be years ago relative to the dispute be- The incident closed
without any asafford to fizht with all western civili- tute hoohs of Iowa at this session of comer its the Harrison street court dismissed. Judge Scott at that con- tween himself and Mr. Thomas.
sault.
-.to,n ;int what a war with the legialattire. A bill providing for end they charged the company's head ference called the attention of all
Mr. Cocke asked the witness if la
It was decided today that the
comShe United States would eventually experimental unions will be introduced official with distributing improper ad- partie, to the fact' that the case was sure the first conference was held mittee will sot go
to St. Louis until
vertisin
g
rlean. There are thoueanda of able within the next few days and its enmatter in the city's public might be evaded because of the disso- April ao between Mr. Bailey. Judge If, C. Pierce is
further heard from
places.
tl•inhere—enany in the United States forcement into a law will be urged
lution of the old eoteinany. Mr. Strib. Scott, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Stribbling A wire was this morning sent to
by
Sr.
The
and a second conference a few days Louis to learn
--who think it was a mistake for the prominent members. The -hill will
detectives had also taken the bing also attended the meeting.
definitely if Pierce will
later,
great powers of the occident to have provide that a marriage contract may precaution to obtain a search warrant
even
if
Judge
At a conference held a few days
Scott and Mr. be in St. Louis on Friday' or if
he
permitted Japan to obtain such an be entered into for a period of five before going to the place and
later the witness said, Mr. Pierce and Thomas denied the first conference. can be there at a later date.
they
It is
overwhelming triumph over the Rus- years, with the lien to renew if both had no trouble in laying their
The
witness
said
he
could not be possible that the committee will
bands Judge J. D. Johnson, general attorleave
'1
sians.
•
sides arc agreeable. Many members en the matter that they were looking ney for the comnany. attended and mistaken.
'here tomorrow night, but not
probThere was no other way, however, of the legislature are giving the ior. They met with no
wain
able that it will leave for a week.
the settlement of the tto.000 to
opposition.
to bring Russia to a sense of ditty re- question of trial marriages scriou;
They gathered up all the
the state and $3,000 to Henry and
Austin, Tex., Feb. 12.--The feature
literatu
re
garding the conditions which made study and the legislature has made an found in the office
and salesrooms Stribbling was agreed upon. Then of the Bailey investigation today was KING EDWARD REFERS TO
her a constant menace to European appropriation to secure a copy of and placed it n
AID OFFERED KINGS
packing boxes. Mr. Pierce stated that in considera- the attempted assault of Senator
TON,
-order and security. There is a ntiv the 'trial-marriage bill recently in- Twenty-one cases
were filled with tion of the settlement 'he wonld ex- Bailey upon Witness Cocke, Mr.
Russia in process of formation that troduced in South Dakota.
the alleged obscene
taect
to
have
the
felony
Cocke
case
had risen before the committee
London, Feb. I3.—At the
disbooks and pammay yet prove the master undisputed
opening
phlets. Detective Barry
to state what he hoped to prove by of parliamenk today the
was about missed.
points in the
of Northern Asia. The Russians put
tq call several patrol
"Mr.
T'hink This Over.
Thomas
refused
to
a
man
agree
named Suggs, whom he de- king's- speech which
to
wagons to take
attracted the
up, it insist be remembered, a treOf :roubles connubial, jars and the evidence away
witch Slaughter this and I snonorted him in tile re- sired an have summoned as a wit- most attention were the references to
mendous fight on land. Far from their
fitsal, and thic isalie real reason why ness.
divorce.
protested and agreed to
the Kingston disaster and
hire three the
*base of sat/when incompetency and
the house
This, we believe, is the iruitfullest express wagons to 'cart
settlement of the penalty suits
"I desire to prove," said Mr. Cocke, of lords, When
the stuff to
his majesty spoke
corruption reigning supreme in every
fell through." said Mr. Henry. He "that Mr. Bailey once execute
source—
the Harrison street police
d a note gratefully of the assistance
department of, the Muscovite war
atatiou. said that it was not until
rendered
A man falls in love with a dimple Thia was done.
three for $7,000 to Suggs in return for by the American
office, the Russian soldiers in the field
navy to the earthnowiths after that he Fet,ern
or curl,
money borrowed, which note Suggs quake sufferer
s he turned in the diperformed- marvels of valor. The
ohiertiOn on the
Theta foolishly marries the entire
part of Mr. Thoma. still holds."
It ha stated that opoo children
rection
of
the
S
.:Ultra)* of the Russian officera•wan
die
diplomatic body and
to the settlement on the arenont if
girl.
Mr. Bailey at thisrose hastily to ho cd to
annually in New York city
from the fees to be ,oses to the sitneoeso Hd
Ambass
alu many instancea, irreproachable.
ador Reid, who was
..,his,feet, his face pale with anger.
.
prison of impure milk-.
dis inguished among his
•
read a letter front Judge George
uniformed
"Mr. Chain:Dap- he said, with em- coll goes
by his evening dress
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JUDGE ORDERS CLARK'S
RIVER. TO BE CLEARED The
!

en*

UNUSUAL SUIT INSTITUTED WHERE MERGANTHALER-HORTON BASKET FACTORY GET COURT ORDERS REQUIRING
RAMPHANDOL AND SUTTLbS TO MOVE FROM MOUTH OF
CLARK'S RIVER SAWLOG RAFTS THAT BLOCK WAY
SO
OTHER TIMBER CANNOT B Z FLOATED OUT OF THIS
STREAM 1}1110 TENNESSEE RIVER—FELS FIRM SUES FOR
RECOVERY OF VALUE OF BOX OF DRY GOODS SHIPPED
FROM NEW YORK, BUT LO ST DURING TRANSIT—COTROVERSY OVER Si,000 BELONG ING TO KABUL RANDALL, A
MINOR—OTHER LITIGATION.
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ronze Cross ACCIDENT!NSW/WU

(Written by Mts. Nanuie C. Wilhoit, of Nicholuville,
and rcad on the
occasion of the Bronze Cross presentation at
Nicholastrille, January
19, last:)

Abram L Well & Co

Can it be that this cross which is sent me today
Came in honor of soldiers who once wore the gray,
And fought for the South through the years of her
strife,
Cheerfully giving their fortune and life?

COVERS

So many the moons that have fulled and have waited,
Since they left the dear home to return not again;
Long years one has slept where the cross in the ekh
Watches with angels the spot where he lies.
The call of the bugle, the sound of the strife,
Can rote him no more to the &tics of life.
Bronze cross, you come, like a spirit that's fled,
With a message of love from the realms of the
dead;
So touched is my heart till real is the seeming
Of visions I see and dreams I arm dreaming.
My present surroundings have faded away,
And I see in a prison, a man old and gray.
But the fire of his youth still gleams in his eyes,
And his spirit, undaunted, his foeman defies;
He minds not the dreary old prison's grim walls,
Nor cares for the darkness that gathers and hale
Iris heart is afar with the dear boy who lies
On a prison's bard cot 'neath cokL northern skies,
And at home with the mother, who, day after
day,
Is working and praying for the soldiers in gray—
Now giving vent to his feelings in song after song,
Defiance be hurls at his focman so strong.

A LL

ACCIDENTS

Travelers Insurance

A bUIt of an unusual nature was This last mentioned note was exeiestituted yesterday in the circuit cuted by the Ledfords to The Em.
eurt, it being one looking to clearing fire Drill company, which sold the
BIGGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD
t lark's river of large rafts moored at raper to the Forbes.
the mouth of that stream, and thereey preventing other rafts front comControversy Over Funds.
wg out into the Tennessee river.
hfable Randall is a young girl forThe action was filed by the Mergen- merly of Paducah, but who is now
thaler-Horton basket factory of Me- residing at Denver, Cola When she
chanicsburg, and is against Henry was in Paducah the Globe Bank and
kamphandol and B. T. Suttles.
Trust company was appointed by the
The basket industry contends that McCracken county court as her guarit purchased about 500,000 feet of d.an, and took charge of money bebneber that is in raft form up in longing to her. After she went to
keearke. river. At 'the mouth of this Denver, .12111es J. Banks was named
,
9 •T
little river, whin% is only a few hun- by thc courts out there as her guarored feet wide, Ramphantiol and Sut- eon. Now Banks sues the Globe
I Quit paying rest Let as bond
ties have moored to the bank. huge bank of l'aducah to turn over to him
the house; you golly is/ it
pi yell
gay rent. Vacant loss in an gents
?eft* containing hundreds of saw- 71.000 the bank holds of the girl's
of the city. Moe loft lia Me
But now the seen changes. In a vision I lee
warmed car eztassioa en *toad
jogs. These rafts at mouth of the meney.
to Mks 1111.01 nal as Alm
Long lines of soldiers, and one dear to nee,
...cream block the river so that the
Mom front tip to %go each. Bay DOW
The girl iv the one whore mother
012
'Who, with heart of a man, and years of
imaallmat
pima
a boy.
Ides champ. The
entice factory cannot bring out its and father were divorced, and the
die !Vast ground in the city.
Is learning so soon the battle's fierce
%ween
y
is
joy:
logs from farther up the stream and lator put her en school down in West
savaacing rapidly.
Not a tremor of fear dims or tootles his eye.
into the Tennessee river, so they can Tennessee. The mother got the child
Though missiles of death so close whistle
by.
he floated on to Paducah for use by en.: the (husband fought the matter
And round and about him his comrades drop
down
the factory.
In the costs. but the mother won
Midst the dead and the dying that cover the
INCORPORATED.
ground.
The basket people claim they have out. The mother was here mth the
By the prayers of thy mother, the mightie
-TINI Lilard D. Modem Prot as/ Mgr.
st of powers.
used up all the timber on hand at girl for some time at the home of
Panne Ob.
Thou art shielded, my soldier, in the terrible hours!
her
the Mechanicsburg plant, therefore &mein. Charles E. Graham, the forSet, close now together his comrades
keep.
oiey have had to close down on ac- late county court clerk, while the litiIn the grand charge they make up the hillside
so steep—
(eunt of the shortage brouget on by gation was going on.
Now catching the banner his dead comrade
lets
go.
oie Ramphandul and Suttle rafts pre4461.•
He carries and plants it in the face ci the foe.
44.164.06.14.64•104. 11/1
1111/(111•2*/
, •neang the
Mehointhaler-liorton
Divorce is Wanted.
teople from bringing the poem° feet
Mary Vardcman filed suit for di4
Sheathed is the saber, silent the gun,
lumber here from Clark's river. s. tee irotu her husband, 0. E.
Only the groans of the dying—the battle
Var.
is wen:
e he basket people requested the denten. on the ground be has
`de
All silent and pale my soldier now stands.
been
.eurt to compel Ramphandull and truel to her. They married Septem
While
comrades around him are grasping his hand-.
euttius to move teheir imfts fttisn ber s, mo5, in this city, and sepaend his chief comes to bring him the +mord
he ha. s,
!Leath of Clark's river eo the other rated a little over four months afterBy the masterful work so bravely he clerk-•
s orlogs can be brought out. The wards, on January IR, 7907.
lint his heart's in hie home with the mother
She
who prays
.dge issued the necessary order, irks to be given back aScr meld,
For her firstborn, her pride, through long,
anxious dare
compelling removal of the blocking name of Mary Steel.
raft by next Monday. The basket
.hgain the scene changes. In a hospital white,
people also ask for $1,000 damages TWO BARELY ESCAP
E
Spirits of soldiers are taking their flight-evens? Ramphandol and Stink son
BEING BURIED ALIVE
I bend o'er a cot—the death damp I seea.count of the time and money lost
0 God, in your mercy, hide this
vision from me!
lit the elerganthaler-Horton indusleellefontaine, 0.. Feb. ie. --Closing
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be denied. The most
in interstate commerce promises soon
to be the affidavit necessary for a
citizen to move his goods from state
to state. If a power clearly belongs
to a state it is to be destroyed by SPIDERS AS BIG AS MALTESE
CATS MAY BE IMthe perversion of some national powPORTED.
Cr, and under the pretense of doing
JUDGE EDWARD PURYEAR HAS HIS CORPS AT WORK NOTone thing a different and prohibited
ING HOW MANY FEET OF GROUND EACH PARTY OWNS
purpose is accomplished.
INSIDE THE SEWERAGE DISTRICT NO. a THAT IS NOW
"What reason is there for the deifis' Said to We've a Web as Large as
BEING CONSTRUCTED, THE DESCRIPTION BEING FOR
cations of the federal office hokkr?
Twine-0. L. Gregory Said
USE BY CITY ENGINEER WASHINGTON IN
PRORATING
Our contributions to astronomy have
to be Figuring for Farm.
THE COST TO EACH LAND OWNER—LABORERS NOW DIGbeen made not by the magnificent
GING HUGE TRENCHES UN DER RAILROAD TRACKS TN
government instruments at GeorgeTHE ILLINOIS CENTRAL YARDS.
town but by the private and often
Col. Oscar L. Gregory, the vinegar
bumble institutions of the country. king, expects to reap a vast fortune
The effect of drugs upon the human by the Introduction of a new and
system has been disclosed not by sensational industry in this section, judge Eddward Puryear, the attor- t'ants to gradually do this work slur-.
ney and Abstract man, has his corps mg their spare time, so as to Inc
the chief of the poison squad of the
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vent a rush and have the undertaking
department of ereeicultuire ostenta-t,
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rumor he has set on tions of every piece of property in- distiict will have been conpleted, and a
Too Much Roosevelt.
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eland 3111.
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ities at Washington are arrogating to hos been in the
When the sewerage is completed lass under fhe tracks and to do this
cherishing freedom These spiders, he declares, are easily
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Physicians and Night Calls.
INTERESTING INIZTING.
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desires
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Visited the Rhodes-Burford
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There are some physicians who ,sy ger of an uptown broker's office; has
town Iltafef spectators."
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Apply-, etc.
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vsile yesterday when the Kentucky penal enactment.
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Lincoln stood for and that emerged
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into
the civil war was a
ABOUT PEOPLE.
waste his time. Try him as a teacher
aereement will be reached in the Jap- dual - system under a constitution
—
and he would fail- Send him out as Soubrette Changes the Lines in lier Carried
ancse case today. Maybe so. But which as distinctly reserved powers
for horty-Fcrar Years by
Ida Nielson, the Danish actress,
a reporter and he would write about
Sone and Confounds Students.
Drummer Boy of Fredericksburg
th adlocks arc not so easily broken. to the stztes and the people as it just arrived on this side, is 6o years some man 'jumping from High Bridge
granted others to the national govern- of age, and has appeared in nearly all
One thing is sure—the greater ma- ment.
and landing inthe East River,' or tell
Ann Arbor. Nlich., Feb. ti—It is
Nullification by states of the of lbsen's leading female roles.
you solcmly that 'a cortege of fifty not often that a soubrette can get the
Philadelphis. Pa., Feb. 12 —A builct
jority of the people of the critntry action of the national irovernment
George Compere has returned from
are aith the delegation in their de- would be entirely repugnant to this China with a parasite that will speed- carriages followed the body to the best of a crowd of college students that .vas imbedded in the nose of
cemetery and wilt there interred.'
Joseph E. Carr, a veteran of the civil 41
toands. and hope they will stand system. but no more repugnant than ily destroy the red scale that has ever But in the gold mine !securities field bent upon guying a show, yet a girl war, for more than
forty-fire stare
'too-nation by the national govern- been such a pest to the citrus groves
. named Blossom Robinson did it so
pat
his friends come in handy. They have ' neatly at the Bijou a few nights ago became dislodged a few days ago‘'W
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If J. II'. Goodman of West Ten- ered that he was minus two revolvers,
The Kalesophie club meets tomoraessee had found his brother, Thom- a fine gold watch, and two in money.
The robbed man then came down tow morning with Miss Elizabeth
as Goodman, the barber, when the
317 Broadway. - Exclusive Ready-to-Wear
to police headquarters and lodged Sinnott of North Ninth.
former arrived here Tuesday night, the charge, accusing the brothers,
of
BACON2S
he would have becn wealthier by steaffrig his valuables. The officers
Entre Nous Club,
•
DRUG STORE
boo, a gold watch and two revolvers. began looking for the Martins mid
Miss Ethel Brooks of North SevAmong some of the beat values are cur Children's Coats in Tans,
As it is, by missing connection with found them last evening early near enth, will, entertain the Entre Nous rtruartruarumn rut roan+ Linen
his barber brother in Mechanicsburgh Second and Washington in a vehicle club this afternoon.
Reds, Browns. Blues or naixt urea, formerly worth ds.00 to dilLoe
the Tennessecan is out the valuables with a woman. The two were -taken
Schwarx-Loeb.
mentioned above with exception of to the city hall and the police found
Miss Minnie Schwarz of Oklahoma •
•
•
•
•••+ +•
•4t•
a/
that are now being mold for
$263 the timepiece and one pistol which the watch on Will Martin, while a City and Mr. Sydney Loeb of Padu- •
were recovered. He claims that Will twenty-two calibre
POPULAR WANTS.
0.•
revolver was cah, marry today at the bride's home
•
and Edward Martin, brothers, robbed found in the vehicle. Nothing could in Oklahoma tit-, and immediately
•
•
•
••
•
••
•
••••
•
hint of the valuables while he was Le learned of the Saco and ether afterwards the couple leave for an
Eastern bridal tour to New York,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• dt•••••••••••••••••••••••••• out yesterday with them, taking a pistol.
ViSit build to suit torinaut South
••
drive over the city seeing the sights,
•
The Martins were locked up and Niagara, 'Washingtein and other West corner Kentucky ave and
•
points,
before
returning here to reIDEAL MARRIAGE.
* and incidentally taking a good many claim that Goodman left the watch
• PERSONAL
ajj,•
Fourth stieet. Miost promising re•drinks to lighten their worldly bur- and revolver with them to keep for side at the Loeb home on Fifth and
••
•
tail corner in Paducah.
*****0•••••••
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•••••••••••••
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cloth and cat their meals in that fash- over the sticks.
"
t °hag
"a at ;W421112'11011 is his •
des;re to Posaess the woman heloves.
Miners from the coal mining districtt, ion? Yet a majority of men when
to Louisville on business.
The heart is over the ribs in the
Judge L'. H. Jimes of Marion, Ky., . Put after be becomes beHle"and' He Worked Like a Trojan for Them, friends of 'he muraTa-ed woman, are they go to a restaurant to eat will midst of the borax.
Too.
expected in large numbers.
Wifl here yesterday on busineee. He if he is a strong and noble character.
pick nut the highest stool and feedA thermometer is an instrumCnt for
Wonder who was the first woman
Fitzgerald, unless he has greatly board with no cloth on its in prefer- measuring temperature.
is the father of Congressman 011ie :led she. is ie aey degree worthy of
his lore. be atiould feel _an imnulse to to get her gowns from Paris?"
changed since his trial and convic- ence- to a comfortable chair and a
James of this district.
The snow line stretches from the
"Helen of Troy, no doubt."--Boston tion, will take his fate indifferently.
he
her feienii—to helo her in every
-. Messrs. Earl and Al Foreman have
cloth-covered table. A man will bor- north pole to the south pole, and
war nossilde to grow toward lovely Transcript.
While in jail here and surroanded by row a chew of tobacco and most of where it crosses the Alps and the
:returned from Chicago.
and
nerfect womanhood: to protect
troops, he made small nooses from them will set their teeth into the Himalayas it is many thousand feet
Mils Lizzie Dycus of Iuka and
•
her from unnecessary tronble, and to
Waitress—"Did yOit say the meat )eieces of twine, and seemed to enplug right where some other man high in the air.
Miss Mamie Johnson of Calvert City
sustain her through all the -ills and was tough, sir?" Customer—"Toughl joy his notoriety.
has gnawed out a chew. Offer them
see visiting Miss Edmonia Bennett
"lioni soit qui mal y pense."—Let
trials which fall nitturally to the moral Why, I can't stick my fork in the
a piece of pie at home from which him be honored who thinks evil.
af Harrison staeet.
gravy!"—Iiluatrated, Bits.
The Indiana legislature is consider- the wife or one of the children has
A toga is a se-t of naval officer
Wher the wife realiris That this 14
ing a bill to ten bachelors over fort) taken a bite and they would holler usually found in China or Japan.
There are Persian miners who take years of age at the rate of $10 an
the hticisand's wish and ourooae, and
their heads off. At home such a leiContralto is a low sort of music
Wanted to Know Her Name.
meets lilt counsels. suavrations and verdigris as a stimulant.
„art ant ftr:nk out of a vtass or which only ladies sing.—ArgonauL
Droteroiye
;mindere with conadenre
'A minister of this town, says- the
Fulton, Mix; Gazette, was moved by and ferat;toite domestic love reaches
the grief of a husband whose wife was an altitude inanosaible to be attained
" to be tatitied; and sotwtht to commiser- throne% any other cootie.
ate him in the following mannesa,. Only when the wile tealizee that
ow—broom', I know that this is 4.,;,fantist'liErY'be thiLltiere sweetheart
rir nlavrcs;te of lane luisgtief that hat overtaken you and
though yon ere earripalled to mourn hand. hitt his hest friend lemaing to' the loss of this one who was your ward 'tie basheet vood
ever...way
even whets it means tentriorary toreat.
comnanion and partner in life,
OFIK.1411.NT"
yessalti enneole with the assurance that fatties.; of self and personal nleaeure.
there is another vho sympathizes with can she know what the perfection of
yaw and lobe seeks so embrace you in icnrestic union is.
•the a'rene''of unfallinw love." To this
Pera ans
werinle would het-erre
the bereaved man replied by asking,
er-l'aitehe eared into the minister's face. fi..einti if they didn't attempt to write't
I'mr- 'What's her wattle"
poetry. /
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Prevents and Cures Chapped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and 2
white. Sentoves all blemishes caused by the cold
winds.
DEUGHTFUL. TO USE
AFTER SHAVING §
For Sale only at. . rl-

4.

.
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Dr. Dwight's 11
Lilyderma
Cream

CLAIMS THAT HE WAS ROBBED OF HIS Eras GOLD WATCH,
TWO FINE REVOLVERS, AND $3o0 IN MONEY BY WIL- THE KALESOPHIC CLUB MEETS
WITH .MISS ELIZABETH
LIAM AND EDWARD MART IN, WITH WHOM HE "TOOK
SINNOTT.
IN THE SIGHTS", AND FR OM WHOM THE TIMEPIECE
AND ONE PISTOL WERE RECOVERED LAST li.VENING-eONE NEGRO ROUSTABOUT SHOT ANOTHER ON STEAMER JOHN S. HOPKINS—GEORGE BAINS, THE-STEAMBOAT Miss Minnie Schwarz and Mr. Sydney
STEWARD, FELL BY THE WAYSIDE AGAIN—POLICE NEWS:
Loeb Marry Today at Oklahoma
City—Social Matters,

•
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Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in Linti and Cement. Agent'for Waiitehall and Agatite Cement
1.1soKING

H. M. CUNNINGHAM

ones. Old 960, New 245!
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GREATNESS OF
THE NATION. •••
t*

Caron Directory Company

V

Of- Louisville, Kentucky

************************** I
(By Justice David J. Brewer.)
The United States If America is
OUR PER.FUMES
Doubt has been cast on the benefit the marvel of the ages, the giant of
(By Foreign Minister Tiltoni. Italy.)
ALE BEST
derives from the triple alliance, the nations. Not three centuries have
Italy
Therefore the Italian government's
It was the triple alliance that per- passed since thE first English colony
Just sample any other perpolicy is to maintain and strengthen mitted us to preserve an independent was established with its limits. Tofume in town and then procure
the triple alliance, and also to main- policy and thus saved us from the day it is the peaceful home of 80,000,000 of freemen dwelling between
the same odor from us. You'll
tain and strengthen her friendship bitter surprises which many nations, • the two oceans. Not merely in popudifference:
great
when
a
Italians,
have
had
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah!, we
ray there is
withi France and Great Britain. The including the
lation, but in resources, wealth, in- bare placed
allitriple
Fidelity
to
the
isolated.
assured
copies of the directories u f the cities named below Iii the imam
We
only
REASON."
is
policy
success of this
"THERE'S A
permitted Italy to maintain telligence, culture and achievement it log Regjoter office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invitsd)a4d1
the
has
ance
exercise
that
we
condition
perfumes.
on
challenges the admiration of all.
know how to buy
greatest sincerity and loyalty in our friendship with other powers, thus Taken in its entirety. its phenomenal when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
1kt
We know how to store perEuropean
peace,
insuring
relations with Germany and France.
development is unequaled. We have
that
persons
have
remarked
Some
to
continue
will
fumes. We know how to show
alliance
The tripk
done and are doing great things. in a
be the basis of our policy, and this the danger of political and- economic short time. The significant, impresyou perfumes. Our knowledge
and
Germany
antagonism
between
who,
those
that
show
to
sufficient
is
sive fact is size, magnitude.
of these requisites is what enjudging by mere appearances, think Great Britain is creating an untenaperfumes
Excluding our island possessions
you
able us to give
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
OF
they see a weakening of the triple ble position for Italy. The powers we have 3,300,000,000 acres of land.
THE
mince
take
the
form
triple
alliance
which
detoriated
approaching
STATE&
that have not
alliance and predict its
"Uncle
Sam
is
rich
give
all
enough
to
into account in Italy's interests the
end arc mistaken.
eomieg into our possession.
a farm," involves no stretch of the
It has been said that the triple al- necessity for constantly maintaiising imagination. Railroads, the mystic
List of Directories on File
liance has beets modified, or trans- friendly relations with Great Britain. arteries of commerce, abound here as
Great
relations
the
between
That
essenformed. and that it has become
MANITOU, COLO.
nowhere else. Our railroad mileage ALLKOMENY CITY, PA
tially a peaceful alliance. The alli- Britain and Germany are improving is 21400coo miles, nearly as much as ATI ANT& 0A.
NIEMPICal, TEEN.
ance has always been peaceful. Its may be perceived in many incidents, that of all the world beside. The BALTIMORE. ND.
MILWAUKICIL
Wit
between
DRUGGIST
most precious feature is that it is an including the recent meeting
i. MASA.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
capital invested is $13,000,o0o,000.
Edward
and
Emperor
William.
King
and
peace,
efficacious instrument of
RT. CO NW.
NASHVILLE. TERM.
Our relations with Germany are The service the past year required
SXTH AND BROADWAY
the more so since its existence has
BIRONX, N. Y.
NAUGATUCK, CONTI.
46,000
locomotives,
passenger
40.000
'lased
on
absolute
couality
also
and
on
does
this
But
been generally known.
BROOKLYN. N. Y.
NEWARK. N. J.
coaches, t.7oo,000 freight cars and
not prevent the most friendly rela- the greatest reciprocal regard and our mo.000 employes. They succeeded in 11111FALO, N. T.
NEW ALBANY, DM.
same.
relations
with
Austiia
are
the
tions with outside powers.
NEW HAVEN, CONE.
killing- moon people and injuring CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, O.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
R5,000
more.
• LOGIC IN JAPANESE WAYS.
BOOKS ARE THE
Think a moment of the nation itself CHICAGO, ILL.
WE'USE
NEWPORT, KY.
TRUMPS IN CUPID'S
With an at mightier than the ax of CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
GAME THIS YEAR Their Topsy Turvy Customs Find Richard the Lion Hearted, it is pro. COLUMBUS. 0.
NORWICH,
CONN.
Who
Defenders
Reason Well.
nosing to cleave two continents asun- COLORADO CITY.COW.
PADUCAH. KY.
-......--Most'
the
Are Recognized Now as
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
"When first I went to Japan I was der, and as the waters of the Atlantic COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO•
Appropriate Valentine Day
and the Pacific kiss each other in the COVINGTON, KY.
RICHMOND, IND.
customs
continuaily
running
across
Gifts.
RICHMOND. VA_
and thinge which made the country a Parla1113, canal there will he a larger DAYTON, 0.
fulfillment of the dream of Columbus DONVER, COLO.
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAK
Books are the trumps ill Cupid's veritable topsy turrydom to me," said of a hirhwav to the orient. Its post- DETROIT, MICH.
SAN
FRANCISCO, CAL.
man
uho
has
spent
in
a
many
years
hat
game this year. So if in doubt w
office business amounts to $toma:toe ouniticr OF COLUILBIA.
ST. PAW., MINN.
Land
of
the
Rieing
Sun.
"It
ajen
.
v
a
to send your sweetheart for
ST. LOUIS. MO.
though the people went out 000 a year. It pays out $140,000,000 DULUTH, MINE.
tine, buy one. You can go far wrong, looked as
a year for pensions.
FAIRFIELD, CONK
SOUTHPORT. 00101.
of
their
N
ay
in
order
to
practice
the
First.
Gleaner.
says the Henderson
Do I err when I 'ay that size is INDIANAPOLIS. H.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
of inversion. I was, however,
because it irons srnothly, not
It was many years ago that the art
one
of time obvious facts in our MI - lEFTERSONVILLE. neD.
COPAL
STRATFORD,
oiade
to
understand
pretty
quickly
rough.
Val
St.
publieners began to recognize
tional life? Is it strange that at KANSAS CITY, NAIL
SUPERIOR
CITY,
that
the
Japanese
was
the
right
way
MINE.
Second.
entities day as a miniature Christmas
C'.cry comity fair we look for the KNOXVILLE, TENN.
TOLEDO, O.
and
that
the
west
would
cateh
up
TI e button holes, or stud
concerned
so far as their -wares were
UTICA, N. T.
a
-nme day and learn to do things as largest steer, the fattest hog, the big- LOS ANGELES, CAL.
holes match.
ansl that thee were prophets is proved
gest potatoes, the longest ear of corn? LOUISVILLE. KY.
WATERBURY, CONN.
they
did.
does
appear
Really
there
Third.
beautiful
the
by Ilk. many books end
YONKERS, N. T.
to be sonic reason in their statement Is it a wonder that we pay prizes for MANHATTAN. N. Y.
Negligee shirts with buttons
that have been bid upon the
book*
the family with the most children. MANCHESTER. VA.
when
you
consider
things
from
their
are ironed perfectly and withdurelem.-case'
counters and in the
noint witty Pride to the mother eith
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point oi
011
lemliere
out injury.
ing the last few years
twins
and tr•olets. and theu jot fear
SA LE.:
takes
instance,
a
"For
gentleman
Fourth.
of
kinds
There arc books for all
! von to his stable to sel.' his homes. that N e shall no: grow fast enough,
It irons either etiff or pleated
and for all kinds of ,purses.
people
; Upon walking in your are surprised to sikeleolie sech year to our shores a
bosoms like new, and the
There ere small books that cost little
missfind the horses' heads where we million of immigrants? On all sides
is
often
seen
"hemp" so
neeney. comparatively speaking at
is a vision of cocaine's. Nfagnitude
imagine their tads ought to be.
in(.
least, and there are other small books
item-clot* us •u esery direction.
poKenJapanese
is
very
much
too
"The
I
West
it
in
like
No other
that preye the trite saying about the lite to laugh at your expressed sure have $3.c00000.000 invested in .
by
Satisfy yourself
tucky
Precious things being in small packinirinir. $2.comma)ono invested in
his
there
in
prise,
but
ie
at
satire
least
laundry.
your
sending us
ages.
grave reply. 'Do you n
think it agriculture. tirtooin mannfact tiring e•Chance for the Sentimentalist.
preferable when you enter a stable to •nhlishtneitt• with Sio.ouo.coomoo capiDoes your idea of sentiment begin base the head of the horse convenient tal.
Thcoe respogsible 16r an the greatand end with "Lucile?" It may be to your hand rather than the other.
Phone zoo
ne.• of this country must answer furycntra. and then your sweethearts.!the eonietimes kickiug
11•110.
and if you are a true eentimentalist. h "Or. taking the askIresaing of ;eters tlar emestions hefore our same to the
world
can
be
'car:
von will send her a copy bound in her as practiced there. This is how it world anti before the
)CU Ofy at
11:V.,• I. ,..v.1,k1iv.iirs! .1. 4.1“
f i/v•111 J.. I i
favorite color. lint if you are of•the !would run ifyon were writing to a neterfnined. The real qqe•tion is. -61% mu: grows to conekkrehle sire them. Badly high...tufa Mrs tinsit
Which Wale 44 the country looking? If the depoont i reiroeed. atnotiter witted viecr to the robbers Eiliatnosed
very elect. you will send her a copy . mew: it this country •
What :re the ideals anti the instiira- • f.v•Itis without the passage of further stags, pins. earrings 6n.! iii
that matches the color of her eyes. !
ht-tewt:11116 el this nation? le this rettiub'er i ereent. No growth octets in an at• vie,. vanled at shorn
Ti will not he difficult to find
$11.000.
—DENTIST—
a•
"Lucile" not only comes on forever. ;
aerkinit only material develemmelll•*niesphere ti liyilroe• re arid very little
Canada.
'nether ifirl in rime house learning
.•ettroatioe ard narade, or is it horiv- in exegete The alumina produced t.hat was going on,
hitt it come* in all eliadee. from the
Ont.
slipped h• r dia
Building
Truehart
for the higher life which shall hat the remarkable property of acting ei:4sd rings
•
whitest to the blackeet of Macke.
Townie,
from her fingers and had
revel
•
•••rigefi
t
hot
11
the
and
the
nation
pen- en a phoiloaraphic plate. even throttels them ender a
If cm are a sulphite you will
Young Street.
ens. These anti two
TEL. 511 R
plc'
in the dainty books you nmy send •
celluloid. .% suggested txplanation is geld watches escaped the clutchel
that et,. sparking form. an amalgam el the robber.
your eweetheaet. There are pretty •
Smith.
through: the spraying of mercury on
verses if you love her truly, and there •
John
After securing the jewelry the
SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY
the plate. and this
dec.noposed by thieves compelled the women to reare three vetoes if you love her only I •
Me.
atmospheric moisture, depositing tluwisely, and there arc subtle ver"es.
t
parlor and there they held
For testing the power of lamps a alumina and setting free the mercar). turn
which say little or notch. if you f ar
them
until
an
eastbound train arrise.l
novel
devised
a
has
optician
which is ready to repent the procce•
that von arc only one of =my.
"Of course it looks absurd to us, Mena-nee
men tan frost the buten: mind
%ailing
upon
the
photometer
based
of
'flu- photographic action is that often •
All the books offered are not
flu: your native friend will solemnly
are draw your attention to the greats ad- electrical resistance of selenium under eloerved wben hydrogen peroxide is ;limped aboard the train and were
Buy anything and sell gverydnog. norms, real or alleged There
gone before the - SIU1114.11 had time to
oroverhe vantage it is to the postal people to different illumination. The apparatu- :•-c el need
aill-tao Court Street. Old now dainty- little stories oinel
glee the alarm.
lighted
respecttwo
mirrors
includes
nhich are ooractive And for your have the final deetination of the letter
Soon after arriving at the house
lamp
and
the
ively
by
a
standard
Certain moth larvae hiving in pines
sweetheart to send to you there are appear at first, above everything else.
•
lamp ri be tested, while a selenium ie parts c f France have been seen the robbers tore the telephone off
books that li•-•ok like tobacco tioeches
"Th • house furnishing is another
cell rapidly oscillating between two marchipg in single tile, the leader tin; ival preventing emmitnication
and there are vetoes to "My Lady thing which surprises one at first. A
positions is alternately- lighted spinning a thread, to which each fol- with the police that way. As Woe
MOVING WAGON IN C0N NEC. Nicotine."
room will have perhaps one article of given
by
either.
The electric oscillations lower and!, and one of these singular as the police were informed they a!
TION.
cards
arc
furniture in it. It may be a crotly
Atter the books the nostal
ammeter. One proce•sion• notked last April near once notified the Iktroit police of the
the most heautifnl. There ale senti- vase or a lovely cabinet, but there will set up arc shown by an
lame
is
oscillation, Aracho.i included ILI individuals. The robbery and telegraphed other cities
moved
until
these
•
mental card-, and there are beeittifill be nothing else there. At the back of
cease, and the respective distances processions are formed at night as the vets deecroitanis ef the iribher•
ear's. and there are cards with the the house is what is known as the
from the photometer will then Frivol larvae leave their netts to iced on
men and women borrowed irnm the 'go-downa a kind of superior lumber
NOW IS THE TIME
may be any ainount according to a oeIT-known rule, the young feaece and in the slay when
room,
and
there
them.
noon
Nene
femere
Meref7 Sounded Ckessrous.
THIS IS fHE PLACE
light intensity of the lamp under test they deacend to burrow in the 'and
nut
;t he written ir! large letters of furniture stored away there.
"%nd what sit..
of
the
as
compared
that
standwith
and palm to the pupa stage
ard plain that the so-called "comic"; "Tit- art or concentration is eo well
your uncle's will
ard lamp
%olefin •••• ha; crone hopelessly out 4-4 taught by these extraordinary people
,'NCOORA'
-"That I ehoulil hay c all he left
The New floating dockyard of the
et te ate-e, • teesessible os find: that on,
: thing at a time is conitidered
after
the paymentof his just debts."
The automobile has been con- British adtrAralty is a special vessel
I I 3o6 15 way. Day and Night
them, and when one does ic :4 easy , to be enough to look at. After a time
eAhl very good of the old man,
two
reathe
surgeon
for
demned
for
School
.....aultogrue
suggested by a trial of an obsolete
v they eases been left neer —a week, or possibly a month or two
.
eon"—that, if he drives the machine cruiser as a temporary repair ship. wasn't it? What did he leave :-'
Iron,' the itnet: of °eller i-e-rs. when . —another choice article from the go-Just debts."—Judy.
the
of
himself,
trembling
it
causes
our ;flea* of tindneee ce- of lenr.nr clif- ' down replaces that one, which is ham's, and that the apparatus roust The new vessel, of limo tons. is 450
tort long. 55 feet beam and 40 feet
stored by in its turn. Traveled Japfe--1
4 Irons theize
contaminate the bands with the germs deep, and carries a crew of ;ton skilled
when
remark
that
often
anese
will
valentines.
.17r '4d-fashioned
of street duet. Dr. Fleux, of Borof course. The torero; :Ina the bow- ; first they entered the western draw- deaux, dismisses both of these indict- artisans. 'The fittings include foundries, forges, boring- machines and
though
they
felt
as
rooms
they
ing
my
a-sd.
eee
"Ise
Cupids
knot' an.1 the
ments. The trembling of the hands powerful overhead cranes, all driven
velentiee" sere*. in which 'heart and i were visiting sale bazaar'. To tell
occurs only in men of such high- by electricity, making it possible to
Oar. sod dove and love are inevitable. the trnfle they imagine us to be strung nervous temperament as to be
do almost all repairs on saessina
our
of
all
displaying
vulgar
in
rather
twit:114c never will be lartino etio.i
unfitted for operatine at all, and tests while at sea.
time.
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they are not the
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"There are other curious things of the dust under the hood of an auet company—the cheapest and bee of •he velentine season.
there front our point of view tomobile showed no micro-oraanisms ARMED MEN ROB
done
—0,
11.4
oiler
books
first
hobt
Tios
the
crecursion out of Paducah.
WOMAN OF St,ot55.
defend of any Lind. The heat of the motor
is. ;I' an eseention is made of tile: which the Japanese can easily
against our criticism. The carpenter' actually deetreee the ,i-tiereihes- in the
r„
rano.%
dust clouds, so that, instead of scat- Hold Inmates of House Prisoners
valcrone eift. neel the floteers. which ;n sawing pushes the saw away in- tering disease, the machine really .di•Untill a Train Arrives.
and
in
stead of drawing it to him,
arc the lies; valentine of all
•
: that way keeps the line always in infects the road.
Ypsiiami. Mich.. Feb. 13.—Mrs.
plane he does the
a
using
view.
In
Big Hawk Killed.
same for the same reason. Of course • A recent ineesqostion show- that I. Bush. proprietress; of a rooming
• Slaughtersville. Ky., Fels 13.
•
they begin at the bottom the deaths of ewo children on a Rhine house oprioaite the Michigan Central
very large hawk was killed a few days In reading
up. which so far boat were due to the cargo of ferro- depot. was viaited by two le•td-itp
and
read
page
the
of
ago. 'On Saturday tnornihg Mr. L. P.
. out is simply the result cilicon. For two or three days the men, avlui. at the muzzles of revolHotter:wad saw a large hawk sitting on' as I can find
Enlarged
children occupied a cabin directly vers. compelled her to -turn over to
• Recently
custim.' —Washtngton Post.
long
of
•
C.'
wiiii
a tree between 'his house and W.
over the hold where the kegs of iron them jewelry and. money to the
it is a trip of pleasure. condor
Jones'. Getting on a horse he rode to
were placed, and they were poisoned amount of jr,065 and then escaped. 25.000 New Words
'and rest; good service, good tabl his neighbor's and procured this-gun; FOR PUBLICITY
New Gassfteurs of the World
phosphuretted hydrocen evolved
by
TESTIMONY.
OF
Abolit 2 o'clock the robbers called
with metro than 24.cr0 titles, based on the
good roams, etc. Boats leave eat* riding hack to within shooting ticfront seme ion-trite—probably calcium at the Mouse and asked for lodging latest census returns.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.• tance he fired, bringing the bird to the
f
Rhode Island Clergymen See Moral phosPhide Within the last six months let the remainder of the night. Ate New NI*graphical DIet!weary
several other sudden deaths have oc- ter talking a few minutes one of them containing the names of over 10.000 noted
For other information apply to Jag ground." ,The hawk measured 45 3-4
Lesson in Thaw Trial.
4
tip
of
his
wings
inches
from
tip
to
perms,
datO of birth, death,etc.
Frank L
Koger, superintendent;
Newport, R. Is Feb. 13.—On the curred on Rhine boats carrying ferro- remarked to the other:
and was perhaps the largest one ever
_ratted by W.T.HARM.M.D..LLD.,
.
that failure to make public ll silicon.
ground
"Well, I guess it is about time to tuattett State,Connaievikmerof Education.
Brown, agent.
evo
killed in this section. He was so old
Harry
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PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.

A GHETTO STORY.

interesting Tricks That Are Performed with a Talking
Machine.

BY MARY BIEWENSTOCK.

B. F. Sears
. AACTICA

SURVEYOR
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Ceunty Work a Specialty.
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yearly. They are sold now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I
too, want
gift. The plan is to put them in the be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on to the shooting
plated. The captain of this rtorapany
galleries, where a pipe to rest in peace. .If I could but
tread
formed the colonel that none of his men Wichita Forest reeerve. Bisons do not by tacks.
bid always aeon found one of the upon the land of my
forefathers I
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120 '
r
you'd change their shirts, since thev thrive In a city perk, but the governOkeligest and at the same time meet should be satisfied.
Judah, oh, Judah!
When Gentleman Precedes.
ment
herds
nearer
to
a
wild
state
are
had only one apiece. The colonel he••
Residence flto Broadway.
At the theater the gentleman pre elleitectory targets. One shrewd pet• bow long are thou to roam?"
Increasing. The American Loretto may
' titled a moment, then said, firmly:
NS found that be could make the
Phone '49:edge
the
Then
lady
his
and
heal
stands
sank
at
lower
the
and
en.
Lover,
saved
from extinction, after all.
cheaply by not piercing file
tiers must be obeyed. Let the vial be
trance to their seats to allow her to goods
as if bowed down by grief and FlfferAetna and practically occupies that
rhaege alerts vete each other.'"—Boa
pass in tIrst. The same at church. The
lug. The shadows of darkness crept
In the Crowded Car,
•
iten Herald.
gentleman takes the lead also in leav- Geld all by himself.
into the room and our rabbi seemed
'There's
thing
one
I notice about Mr
One of the princesses of the Bur'
•
ing. He will aatist the lady in putting
unconscious of us. We quietly arose
Sulfise.h when he rideee' said the
The
rnese
court, a young woman not ye
Ways
of
Xen.
"Learn to ix."
en her wraps before he puts on his
and walked out of the dark room, leavI Few doctors are willing to take
twenty, is said to be the possessor o
"Loire to ml,," itCUA. advice Levee homey girl, "he bounces up and down Awn overcoat.
ing our rabbi with head still bent.
costliest dress in the world. It i
their own medicine; when a lawyer
•to Ms impils by Prof. Frank J. Millet In his seat—"
forea.re Mores his pranks, and as the
"Ruhr Interrupted the observant
into
of the Uneveraity of Chicago. Mow
trouble
gets
With Large Hips.
he hastens to hire we walked along
a court costtune and worn only ot
we sang the "Hattie
The womaa with the large bdpe an attorney, and it Is hard for pacts
occasioro. It is stpdded witl.
hjellirg gentite..-to nowadays do lean girl. "wl.enewer I see him riding be
rah." When we reached our lames rare
to admire an artist who paha.
' to Mix, but tae trouble Li that that jset bossism doves In his mat sad should have her long coat *Imo.
reputed to beworth in the agjewel
the
etreet
already
lamps were
kindled
own portrait—ChIc_ago Bathed
*Ulu too Offea is dins with drifts hides behind tie aewepapert."—Pthille straight under its Mali hi Sotto* tie
gregate
not less than one million fous
and a owl breeze was blowing - N. Y
&debit Privet.
!teethed thousand
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EARL OF MAYil IT'S
!BLACK QUEENS' MEM
PAWTUCKET
A VOLCANO
ThUMP SUIT
CIGAR
CURIOUS ANTICS OF A HILL JUDGE CROSS DISHED OUT A
LOCATED AT VALLEY
HEAVY FINE FOR FIVE
STATION.
OF THEM.

Special Sale

$1.25 Box of 25

Follow the Crowds

Big Strip of Earth and Large Walter Taylor Was Given ContinuStones Blown Off—Hot
ance Until Febraury 25 of MaWater Flowing.
licious Mischief Charge.

This:Meek

Money back if not
satisfied

One of ihe most extraordinary
Mary Henderson, Annie Dixon,
•
natural phenomena that have excited Florence Dixon, Fannie Baker and
the superstitious and the scientifk Gu_ssie NVhite. colors-4, were each
alike in this part of the cotmtry for tined S20 and cosu by Judge Cross in
many years, took place last Saturday thepolice court yesterday morning,
night on the farm of Philip A. Metz, while Mary Pendleton and Isabelle
near Valley Station, and about nine Buckner were diemassed. All were
miles from Louisville. Impelled by charged with engaging in a general
a subterranean force of mysterious fight on Washington near Seventh
Fourth and. Broadway.
the rocks and clay composing street Monday night.
Samuel Barker was fined tto and
the soil on the top of a 'hillside were
•
blown into the .air and hurled to an- costs for striking and beating Will
PICTURES WORTH t&ecoo
Hathaw
other hill leo yards away, leaving a
ay, colored, several syctIca
CUT FROM THEIR FRAMES. gaping chasm five feet deep.
twelve ago.
Until I:chili:icy 25 was zentintied
feet wide, and too yards long, says
Yost Sensational Art Burglary Since the Herald.
the %%arrant charging Walter Taylor
the Theft of i876.
The hole is shaped like an "1.,- and with driving a sharp-pointed nail in
1 4
•
from it is now bubbling forth a the banister at the Dixie mills. One
London, Feb. 13.—The most sen- stream of warm water containing of the boy employes, Maple Abersational art burglary since 0:476, when strange -gases and of peculiar appear- nathy, slid down the banister and
t;sinsborough's "The Duchess of De- ance. The soil about the place
is snagged a hole in his abdomen.
eonshir,
now the property. of 7. warm, es thottosh some volcanic forcts
For being drunk and dist:Itch:Hy
Pitrpout .Nforg2n, was stolen by an were at work beneath All around the James Shower, was lined Si arta
American, Harry Raymond, occurred snow was melted front the h•l:,i&• costs.
at Charles Weartheimer's residence before the final explosion, and the
Mrs. Jones was fined $to and costs
ea Park Lane during last night.
whole countryside is aroused by the for disorderly conduct.
Dude Stone, colored, was dismissed
• Several costly canvasses, including event, which to many has a pertentous
of the charge of stealing harness,
is:times by Gainsborough and Rey- aspect.
voids, were cut out of their frames
Hundreds of people went to the pants and overalls from Ed C. Eaker's
end carried off. The two Gains- spot Senday end Mosiday, and yes- stable near Twelfth and Bernheim
boroughs and a Reynolds were worth terday teams from miles around were avenue.
Captain Young Taylor was dis1i- 1ogether Woo°. So unekillful were driven thither to investigate the rutile• pictie-es cut horn their frames mored %sunder. Mr. Metz was be- missed of the charge of striking Tom
that they have been irretrievably sieged on all sides by talcs of buried Idylett. wh o works on the former's
dry docks at the foot of Jefferson
s 'and some of the rnre
reined, esen if he should be recov- itreasurt.
ip
credible urged him to dig on the aill- street.
st reed.
The thieves also secured a big haul side. believing that the eruption was
C. E Jennings has moved his Real
• Fighteenth century French snuff a sign Row Heaven to indicate where
boxes, miniatures. etc. They made the InCiant had hidden their fabled Estate and Insurance office from
Fraternity Building across the street
their exit from the front door aid, gold. .
Mr. Metz told the *too of the 0:- to lower floor of Trueheat Building,
I.
teeir booty, which caused the alarm
No. 524 Broadway.
bells to ring and aroused tbe house- crreace yesterday.
"f jive on another farm, about a
hold. The burglars, however, gat
ELLS PRINCESS TO MOVE ON
assay before thc police could be !um- mile and a half front where the oc14•011Cd. The property stolen is valu- currence took place, and so knew
nothing of it until the day following. Pol.cerrian Stops Kaiser's Daughter
ed at Ste:ea:ice, in all
Before that, however. neighbors had
From Aiding Injured Boy.
comnieuted on the fact that the snow
The \ionic Bauer is due with a tow PASSE$ POR
LABOR LEADERS
CONVERTED BY ELOPEMENT was melting around that particular
Lerlin. Feb. 13.—A little bo)
from the Cumberland river.
hill, and we exchanged %iews as to u.ider the hoofs of the horses at .
Third Clerk Henry Kopf of the Represeetative
Latimer Introduces a
B-degroom Deserts Gay Life and the cause.
tached to the carriage of the you.
D.ek Itowler has taken a similar place
Bill Applying.
t_o Railway Unions.
Becomes Evangelist.
"Sunday morning we heard from an Princess Victoria Louise, daughter of f
on the Joe Fowler.
River Stages.
excited passerby that the earth bad Emperor William, while she v.as out• Cairo,
T,I-e Reaper passed up before day•
Washington, Feb. Ix—Represents•
La Crosse:Wis.. Feb. le—Through been blown away there, and immed- diving at Potsdam toddy.
Chattanooga, tee felling
;scht )fe•tt.....d..s
TI*.
W ' 1 ,. e • s're 'iv. f ••••fifier toda) intrisdr
tie. influence oi his wife, exerted on iately I went to investigate. I found
eed a bill
The child was run over and the
Cincinnati, -.0.1 falling.
44.-ealissaa.ippi 11%, r
;brut
$1.1:4 otttrrs 1.1 organizahis honeymoon, Howard F. Stryker, that on a hilltop some hundred yards prnicess stopped the carnage
Evansville, i0.2 falliusr
o• (misty coal besot.
.
got
oat
•
t;eins of railroad employes shat be.
•
former member of the La Crosse diatant, great heavy stones, blown and was f.dllowing a person who
Florence, 5.8 falling.
third Clerk Kenit('i!) seie relao a •i permit
was
travil at reduced rates •
breseball team and traveling saics- from the opposite peak. had lodged carrying the child into
johneonville, Ito falling
a shop. she's
1:tt Memphis hes resigned and gooc or on passes. The rate law
provides
snare has turned evangelist and is ansong trees and carried them to the a policeman harshly ordered
Mt. Cannel. 6.4 fairing
x the Peters !ay.
the prin.
that railroad employes shall have that •
vow conducting a serks of revivals grounds. When I reached the spot esss to move on. As
Nashville, 12.0 falling.
she looked up
First Clerk Vous,
. Connor, of tIn- privilege. hut the officers of em•n southeastern Iowa. Stryker was where the explosion took place I dis- in astonishment
Pittsburg, 3.3 falling
a servant told the
J*Uorti, resumed his dirties )ester- ployes' organizations cease such emknown as a man about town hercil covee_el that when the ground had
licernan that he hail been speaking
St. Louis, cao rising.
day oil Slant steamer, having zetnrned ployment while in °Mee and thereaiid his actions caused his wife. Miss been torn assay it had carried earth, to the princess% and
Paslueati. eat falling
she
I, Jou
was
allowed
fore are debarred front riding on
raiatioree
stones
and
trees
with
Eva Bennett, to secure a divorce on
it, and that the te take the child home in
Burnsid
falling
Derlty
her
e.
passes.
7.4
United
carState•
Mr. Lorimer says that these
Marsha
l
statutory grounds. Stryker's mar- land :ay open as though torn by riage. The boy was not much
(.arthage. 73 rising
WaJe Broun has been in charge of provisions of the law work a hardhurt.
some
great
wound:
Gases
were comriage to Miss Jessie Workman. his
the tritirine rooais of the Bottorff on ship upon the organizations, in which
ing from it. and water later began
yrtsent wife was an clopenee
..;:eolirt of the regular man resign- tl.e otticers do a great deal of good.
to bubble forth, though it did not
The steamer Joe Wheeler skipped itg, 41e went out on the steamer His V.: is favored by the railway
reach nitwit higer than the lever of
Why We Say Hello.
cut yesterday for the Tennessee river. MoaSay to help out omil another lotions II action is to be secured on
Long, long ago wolves were minter- the ground.
going up as far as Chattanooga, Tenn. • olgiskeT 4444 procured. and yeatcr- the bill this session hard work
re
"We noticed that a thin blue smoke
ogs in all parts of the world, espeThe Dick Fowler skips out for ny on the boat getting back from necessary, Mr. Lorimer sere and
was
hangin
g
over
the
•
place,
and it
cially in England. Wolf-hunting was
Cairo at It o'clock this morning anal Clarksville, he stepped
15.
off, finding be DWI do what he can fort'.l
a favorite sport with the gentry, and Lad a peculiar odor, though later it
Comes back tonight about it o'clock. I! a T.y papers here for him to
serve
thinned
ure
and
has
now
almost
wholly
to kill wolves was regarded as the
The Joe Fowler comes in today tight away.
sacred duty of all Englishmen. In disappeared. The whole thing is
from Evansville and gets out at once
Keeps Seam Senators Busy.
'act, an old law reads: "All barons *strangr and mysterious, and nothing
on her return that way.
1 %% ashington Post. t
mast hunt and chase wolf four times like it ever happened before in that SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev$till a Mystery.
The truth of the matter is that ena year." Preach was the language of locality, in which my family has lived
MAKES SMALL PROGRESS. ansville yesterday and returns here
"Asti what is your new little toroth- tirely toe many members nit'
the court at that time, so the burley for sixty years.
tomorrow.
et's turner
"It could not have been a landslide. Declares the Rev.
ate are spending their time tirs, .
old English hunters used the cry of
Anna Shaw—The
The City of Memphis skipped out
'They haven't found out
prevent someone from pulling their so
the French wolf-hunter. which was for tile eruption took place on the
Syrians Are Ahead of Anastica.
for the Tennessee river yesterday and
Clevela
top
Plain
nd
Dealer
of
high
a
hill.
Whethe
r it was
seats out from under ittetr..
'Aut lotto! Au lotto' (To the wolf).
comes back next Monday night
• 141404
These words hearit at a istance of gascons or volcanic origin I do not
Chicago, Feb. 13.The Rev, Anna
The steamer Kentucky cornice out
ounded like "A lool" but the English know, but I shall have those who Shave, presich-nt of the American Wo- of the Tennessee river tonight and rewho always put II on wherever they arc hemmed along those lines investi- man Suffrage association, which will mains acre at the wharf until five
possibly can put it on the words "A gate, in order that we may deter- hold its annual convention in Chicago o'clock Saturday afternoon before
7em," ale] when wolf hunting "Halool" mine iust what it is."
this week, declared today that the suf- skipping out on her return that way.
It is helieset:. from the fact that frage cause had
• This form twe iise when we call
The Bottorff went to Nashville yesmade less progress in
"Hello." as no word has been found on the farm of Green Miller, two America during the last few years terday immediately after arriving here
that carries so far or so well as hello. miles away from that Of Mr. lic1Z. than in any other enlightened country from Clarksville. She returns here
'For Ili:, reason it is the accepted gas was% discovered several years ago, "Even in Syria." .he said, "at the next Sunday.
COMICS, CELLULOID AND SILK NOVELTIES, postai cards
forna of the telephone companies the and since that time has been used for foot of Mbunt Arrat the people are
The Peters Lee should get here todomestic purposes. that the burst of awakening to
arid dainty Tittle remembrances for St Valentire's day. Come
world over.--Washington Post.
the impOrtance of the night or tomorrow bound up from
early
sudden energy on the hilltop was the woman's suffrag
e movement. All over Memphis to Cincinnati
to
secure
choice
selectio
n.
result of a well of gas breaking from the world
this has been one of the
The Georgia Lec left Cincinnati. yes
.A Kentucky colonel who died of its
S
.
earthy prison. HoWever, the ac- most promising
We offer some especially fine values in postal card albums
years, but curiously tcrday and reaches here Saturday en
.0 dropsy, provided in his will that the
frort
companying phenomena, including the enough the
least progress has been route down to Memphis.
doctor who could . discover how the smoke
and
-cc
the
to
warm
$2.00.
water,
indicat
e made here in America."
Second Engineer John Mills of the
a
nIter got into his system should he
a more complicated cause, and sugThe convention will open on Thins- City of Memphis has restgned his
r.aid $2.000. The Whshinigton Post gests
either a geyser-like origin or (lay and remain .its
session for five place.
thinks the doctors will find they are something
akin to a volcano.
a
day.
The Mary Michael went to Mem-I
lup against
a hopeless task.--Provihis yesterday with Captain Randall
dence Enterprise.
Shopper—Do you break these sets? Pallowe in command.
Department Store's Resources.
Dealer—"No ma'am: your maid
They
are
The Charles Turner departed for
telling
some
remarkable
At, Harbour's Departsuent. Store
Allowed Passage.
stories about the late William White- will probably attend to that."—Cleve- the Tennessee river yesterday after
One of the most famous of Ameri- ley,
the originator of the department land Leader.
a lumber tow.
can shipping lines in the palmy days store,
at whose mighty London emof our marine was the "Cope Line." porium you
could buy anything from
nthich ran between Philadelnhia and a
cambric needle to the shaft of an
Liverpool, says Ow author of
Atlantic liner. says the Cleveland
•irs of Charles H. Cramp." .By this Plain
Dealer. here is one anecdote
-inc John Randolph, of Roanoke, de- with
slight embellishments:
termined to go to
. Russia, When he
A man who had heard of Whitehad beet appointed minister to that ley's
resources entered the great store
country by President Jackson.
one day.
.F.atering the office of the company
"1 want to buy six trunks.." he said.
'ft- Philadelphia, he said to a clerk in
The clerkpicked up his order pad.
Vs•Oen!.grandiloquent manner:
t
"Certainly, sir."
A
'h'Sir, I wish to see Thomas P. Cope" "With.
elephants attached?"
i•
"1 am John Randolph, of Roanoke',"
Withcett moving an extra muscle
• •p
he said. "I wish to take nassage to the
•
clerk wrote: "Six elephants with
Liverpool in (ufie of your ships."
trunks.' Then be looked- up inquire :Witt expect' to be tendered a
inglv. 441.
hie ivas gries- s.ly.dislpnointerh. , '' "Wilt- rota ta ke
them with you. Or
r am Thetinas Cope," replied the bare
a
sent?" he asked.
.
head of the line. "If thee goes aboard •
And t 0 elephants were at the
the ship and selects' thy state-room. luau's
(loot\ when he reached home.
and will nay $r5o. thee may :.e,o "
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